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A TRAC-PFl/W)-l ANALYSIS OF LOSS-OF-FLW TEST L9-4*

by

Juhr Mcier
Safety Code Development

Energy Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, FS4 87545

ABSTRACT

Los Alamos National Laboratory is developing the
Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC) to provide advanced
best-estimate predictions of postulated accidents in
pressurized ~ater reuctors (PWRS) and for many
thermal-hydraulic experimental facilities.

As par! of our independent assessment of code version
TRAC-PFl/K)Dl, we analyz?d Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT) L9-4 and
compared the
an anticipa’
pump\ were
discontinued
data compa r
rea~tor-kine’

test data to the calculated results. This wiis
ed-trans ient-without -scram test in which the
tripped, the steam generator main feedwutcr

and the main steam-outlet valve closed. This
son is the first extensive test of TRAC’S
ics models. The comparisons SI1OW that TR,A(- can

calculate the power generation w;thiri a nuclear reuctor if
the progrum i~ supplied with adequate reactor-klnctics input
specifications, The data comparisons also indicate that TR.4C
calculated the thermul-hydraulic parameters wi?hin LOl:T well
with onlv minor d]scrcpanclcs.

A number of models within TltAC-Pl:l/hKIDl were vcriflcd
for the first time. ThcV include the rctictor-k]nct]cs
models, the trip-fictivutcd tlmc-step controls. und the LW’T
pump-coastdown calculations.

In gcnerul, the final input description is adcquutc to
analyze the experiment. The calculations Indlcatc the
importance und difficulty of obtuining accurate and
npplicublc rructur-kine~ic~ input datu. They ~lso indicate
the need to Include the effects of xenon-poisoning buildup in
the analysis.

*This work wns fundtd by the US Nucleur llcgulatory (:onunission. Wlicc of Nuclcur
Regulatory Research, Division of Accident Evaluation.
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1. INTRODIJ31OF!

Los Alumos National Laboratory is developing the Transient Retictor

Analysis Code (TRAC)[I] to provide advanced best-estimate predictions of

postulated accidents in pressurized water reactors (~s) and for many

thermal-hydraulic experimcnttil facilities.

As part of cur independent assessment of code version TRAC-PFl/KX)l. wc

analyzed Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT) !-9-4 and compared the t:st data to the

calculated results. This was an ant icipated-trans ient-without -scram (ATM) test

in which the pumps were tripped, the steam-generator main fccdwatcr

discontinued, and the main steam-outlet valve closed. This data comparison is

the first extensive test of TRAC’S reactor-kinetics models. The comparisons

show that TRAC cun calculate the power generation within a nuclear reactor if

the program is supplied with adequate reactor-kinetics input specifications.

The data comparisons also indicate thtit TRAC calculated the thcrmul-hydruulic

parumctcrs within LOFT well with two minor cxccptjons: the velocity in the

intact loop was consistcntiv greater in tht TR4(- culculiit ion although it

gencrul!y fell within the datu uncerttiinty: und becuuse of the Icakugc bchuvior

of the reflood-assist bypass valves (RAIWS), the tcmpcruturcs and flows ir the

broken loop were not calculated well.

A number of models within TRAC-Pl:i/WDl were vcrilicd for the first timt.

Thcv include the rcuctor-kinetics models, the trip-actlvutcd time-step controls,

and the LOI:T pump-cousldown culculaticns.

In gcncrul. the Iinul input dcscrlpti(ln is ~dcqutitc to tinulyzc the

cxpcrlmcnt. The culculut ions indicntc tnt Importuncc tind difficulty vI”

(~btuining uccurutc and upplicablc reuutor-kinetics Input dotu. They U]SU

indi~ute the nerd t[~ ln~ludc the efl’ccts 01” xenon-poisoning buildup in thr

unulysls,
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The details of the test. analysis. and data comparisons are presented in

the following secti~ns. Th~rc we:

. describe the test apparatus.

. describe the experiments and explain the experimental phenomena.

. describe the TRAC input, and

. present and discuss the data comparison.

2. FACILITY DESCRIP-

The LOFT facil

descriptions of which

10N

ty (shown in Fig. 1) IS ~ 5(I MW(t) PWR, detailed

may be found in Refs. 2, 3, and 4. The description

present%d here will bc limited to the ptirticular configuration of the facility

used for Test L9-4 and to specific details of the facility pirrticularly

important to this experiment.

The charticter istics of the LOFT nuclear core were important in this test

b:cause one of the prlmfiry purposes of these datu comparisons wiIs to check the

reactor-kinetics models In Tl?AC. The core consists of an array of ]30!) 1.67-m

fuel pins:

reuctor-kinct,

higher radial

the core has u equivalent diameter of ().61 m. From a

cs standpoint. the Lol:T core is not typical, in that it has a much

‘peuk]ng f~~;’or than a normul PWR. The nonuniformity of iltixcs

applicable input specifications for TRAC’S kinetics

xs les~ accurate thun might be obtained in u tvpical

complicated our obtuining

models and mnkes the rcsu

PWlf analysis.

The ground rules for this test irs detailed in the experimental opcruting

pructdures[.1] were thtit th: power-opcrutcd relief vnlvc (PORV) was assumed to be

inopcrutivc, with excess prlmtiry-systcnl pressure relieved through the

prtssurlzcr by JI sulctv rcllef” vulvc (WV). The SW WIIS rrcalcd lt~ rcplcsect

three lion SIIVS. The pressurizer spray UIHO wus inoperative. Must of the
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broken-loop hot leg was removed, and both the broken-loop hot and cold legs

terminated al blind flanges. Water and steam could leave the primary system

only through the SRV.

The RARVS arc located between the broken-loop cold and hot legs. These

valves arc made to seal when there is a significant pressure difference across

their seats. When the pressure difference is low or when the direction of the

pressure difference changes, tilcy leak in an unprsdictablc manner. This leakage

made accurate calculation of their performance impossible within the context of

TRAC.

No emergency core-cooling system {E(H) water was added during this
i

transient. A limited amount of water was added to the steam-generator secondary

(SGS) from the auxiliary fccdwater system. Steam was released from the SGS by

the mtiin-bypass v~lvc, which was operator controlled to maintain the SGS

pressure between 6, 29 and 6.63 Ml% pc r the experimental operating

specification, [3]

3. . TKST DilSCKIPTIOP;

The in:p[~rtant events and phenomena during this test are listed in Tahlc 1

and described bcltw,

Before the transient bcgtin. the reactor was run for ’50 h. Therefore,

nctir-cquilibr iurn VUIUCS of decay heat and xenon buildups could be expected.

The test began when the coolant pumps tripped, the main SGS fccdwatcr

terminated tind the muin SGS outlet valve begun closing, At 10 s, an auxiliury

SGS fccdwutcr f]ow of 0.05 4/s began, and the muin ~tcum-bypass VHIVC wus used

t{) ct~ntrtl] the S(;S pressure between 6,29 and 6,6.1 Ml)iI.
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During the early part of the transient, several events occurred more or

less simultaneously. As the coolant pul,lps coasted down. the mass f]ow in the

primary loop dropped. Th]s decreased flow caused the temperature difference

across the core and the average core-liquid temperature to increase. This

increased average temperature caused the overal 1 reactor multiplication

constant k to fall below 1.(), which resulted in a dccllne in core power. Th C

average core-liquid temperature continued to rise steeply until natural

circulation stnbilizcd tbe intact-loop flow. Stabilized flow and the falllng

power cuused the average core-iiquid temperature to decrease. A change in the

slope of the core power also occurred at this time, even though the overall

reactor multiplication constant k :emainer! below I.(J,

Along with the decrease in reactor power cam? a decrease in the average

temperature of the reactor fuel and a co:respor,ding increase in the

fuel-temperature reactivity. These trends contipued until %250 s into the

transient when, because of the rise in the rcactivi tics asso~iated with fuel

temperature and coolunt temperature, the viIIuc O( k incrcascd to CIOSC to ].().

other phenomena occurring during the first 250 s included an expansion of

the fluid in the primary system resulting from the increase in temperature of

the fluid in the core dnd hot leg, Water was forced into the pressurizer, and

the system pressure increased until lrlicvcd by the $RV. When the core power

dropped, u S]OW builduF of negative reactivity began, CaUSCd by the buildup of”

xenon within the fuel rods. At 37 s into the trnnsicnt, the speed of the second

pump fell to the point ut whirh friction caused ]1s rotor to stop.

insuf

Stcud

At the bcginn]ng of the transient. the rate of wutcr flow into the S(;S wds

icicnt to make up I“or the stcum vented. and the ]CVC] of liquid in ti~c !MiS

IV ilccrctiscd, Between 2S() to 5[)() ~, this dccrcusc clegrudcd heat ‘ rii~slcr
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within the secondary to the point that the steam-generator-out let temperature on

the primury side began to increase.

The low flow rate during natural circulation resulted in a .dclay before

the hotter water reached the core. Mixing with fluid in the lower plenum and

also heat transfer to the vessel walls increased the delay and prevented a shtirp

increase in the core-fluid temperature. Eventually, the average temperature in

the core rose as a result of dryout in the S5S, and the k again decreased,

causing the power to decrease. As drscribecl before. a compensating effect

occurred because of iI decrease in both the fuel temperature and the tempcraturt

difference across the core, and a new core-power ●quilibrium wiIs reached at

about 1050” s,

The framework of this equilibrium is interesting in that the power

generation in the retictor is just equal to the power removed in the rest of the

system. Any difference between the two results in a cnange in avcrtige

core-liquid tempcrtiturc. uncl a new equilibrium is reached quicklY. Also note

that the negutivc reactivity introduced as a result of xenon bu]ldup cuuscd a

compensating decrease ir, the uveragc core-liquid tcmperuturc.

Finally, the dccreusc in niitura l-circulation driving potential that

occurred when the SGS dried out resulted in stopping of the first pump at 732 s.

4. TRAC INPUT DI:SCRIPTION

A component diagrum 01’ the input description is presented in F!gs. 2

Urld .?. The input used iI total of 39 compon~nts consisting of 161 volumes. In

gcncrul, four nodes were used to model hctit tritnsfer in the walls, cxccpt in the

vessel, where 1[~ ntldcs were used. The modeling uppctirs to provide sufi’icicnt

detail. with thr poss:l!lu rxcc~t ion 01 the X5. where more dct~i led modeling

woIlld result in u smt}r(!:cr change In he~t transl”cr during the drynut.
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The amalysis was conducted using TR.4C-PFl/K)Dl, Version 11.6, with updates

JMFXI and JMFX? included and update FXSBC(N)L removed.

The input description was based on that for LOFT test 16-] (Ref. 5).

Chang~s included:

● modification of the TEE modeling in the vessel to give better

steady-state pressure drops;

o changes to the trips and control blocks, reflecting differences in the

initial conditions and test procedures;

● modified pump input to reflect the decoupling of the motor generator

during pump coastdow~ (the option to do this was included in one of the

updates added in this vers~on of TRAC);

● boundary and initial conditions to ref]ect Test L9-4;

● the remova] of ~ sma]! Ems f]ow, which W~S inc]uded in the 16-1 input

to represent wtiter InJectcd throug]l the pump bearings; and

● extensive changes iti the reactor-kinetics input. which are discussed

bc ]OW.

That the power profi]es i~ LOI”T are more peaked than in a normal PWR makes

it important that the rcuctor-kinetics input. and ptirticular:v the input

qu;lntity POWEXI]. is corrccl. The parameter POWEXP is the exponent to which the

cell vulues of the normalized power distribution arc raised in calculating the

average reactivity-fcedbuck parameters, The correct exponent is dependent on

the procedure used to obtain the values of the fuel-temperature reactivity

coefficients (KTF) and coolant-temperature reactivity coefficients (R[~C) input

into TllAC..

lf these coefficients were obtained from a source such as LH)I)ARIJ

(Rcfc 6). where the sptit ial I’Iux distribution in the core wus not included, thr
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correct value for PWEXP would be approximately 2.(). This was true of the data

used for the 19-4 analysis.

Ever using a POWEXP of 2.0, there were two other inaccuracie-s in the 19-4

reactor-kinetics input. The ●ffects of radial flux peaking were not included

because of the usc nf a one-dimensional core. The effects of the ]/T dependency

of reactivity on fuel temperatures also were not included in the averaging

scheme used by TRAC.

The values used for RCTF in the 16-1 analysis were obtained from Ref. 7.

They reflected a correction that accounted for the usc of a POWEXP of ().().

Because wc used a POWEXP of 2.0, it was necessary to input the original

calculated values given in Ref. 8.

0.84

prog

conf

The values of RCTC used in the 16-] input were multiplied by a factor of

to reflect the rccwnrncndations given in Ref. 7.

The Crfccts of xenon-poisoning buildup were included by using the

ammed-reactivity option in TRAC. Input values obtained from lNEL were

rmed using the the LEOPARD code with an input reflecting power-squared

averaging of the thermal flux.

5. PRESENTATIC)N .4ND DISCUSSION OF D.4T.4 CX_)hlPARISONS

figures 4 through 14 present the calculated results with comptirisons from

the experiment. The designation in the box at the right’of the curves indicates

the LOFT transducer designation--for example, RE-T-77-2A2. The TF14C component

type and number are listed at the bottom of the box--for example, CORE 1[1=37.

The (e]] or cell bounclary is given at the top of the box. In general, TI?A(”

results are prcscn~ed os d solid line, whereas experiment results are presented

tis u dtished line. In some flgurcs, the ordinate uxis is sculcd to show more

detail in the region 01” interest at the expense of inititil conditions,
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Most of the calculated results are within the error bounds of the test

data, and the size of the ● rror bounds exhibited by much of the data would seem

to limit the significance of differences between the calculated re~ults and the

data. There is a consistency, however, between the different transducers that

raises the significance of the differences in the comparisons, For example, the

mass flow in the intact loop and the temperature difference across the core are

consistent with the core power.

Figure 4 presents a comparison of calculated and measured reactor power.

In general, the comparison between the two is good. The most significant

difference is slightly lower calculated power between 40 and 600 s. Although

the calculation is well within the error limits, the difference also could be

caused by the lack of radial flux-peaking effects in the TRAC ar,alysis.

Figures ~ through 7 present the ca]cu]ated coo]ant -temperature reactivity,

fuel-temperature reactivity. and the reacior multiplication constant k. If Wc

examine Fig. 5. we can see the effects of the average coolant temperature on the

reactor kinetics, Each phase in this figure may be linked to a chance in the

coolant temperature.

1. First, LI rapid heating occurs as iI result of the coastdown of the

pumps.

2. Next, a cooldown occurs as a result of stabilization of intact-loop

flow rates and a decrease in core power.

3, Another heating occurs as a result cf the stcum-generator dryout.

4. Finally, a gradual cooldown occurs as ii result of the xenon-poisoning

buildup.

The effect of core averuge coo]unt temperature throughout the transient is to

clecreilse the tottil retictlvitv.
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in Fig. 6, we see the effects of fuel temperature on reactivity. The

cf,rcct of the core average fuel temperature is to increase the total reactivity

throughout the transient. In Fig. 7. the calculated reactor multiplication

constant k is shown. The reactor multiplication constant k has a value near 1.0

for only brief periods of time after the beginning of the transient and never

reaches the high!y negative values associated with a scram (the effrct of the

scram at 1S07 s was not included in the programmed-reactivity table).

Figure 8 presents the intact-loop hot-leg liquid tcmpcraturc. Tkjc TRAC

calculations and the test data agree reasonably well. The fact that the TRAC

results arc generally lower than the test data indicates that the calculated

mass flow in the intact loop is too high.

Figures 9 and 10 present liquid tcrnpcraturcs for the steam-gcneratnr

outlet plenum and vessel lower plenum. For the first 2(M) s, the coastdown of

the pumps has little effect on the steam-generator outlet temperature. Then.

the dryout Of the SGS CaUSCS the outlet temperature t () increase sh~rply.

Although this increase is compurativcly smooth in the test dat~. It occurs in

steps in the calculations because of the limited number of volumes used In the

TR.4(- input to represent the SGS above the tube sheet. When wc compare the

steam-generator outlet plenum temperature to thiit in the vessel lower plenum

(Fig. 10), wc see that mixing in the lower plenum and hcut tr~;sfcr to the

vessel walls has iI significant mode rat ing effect on the change in the

temperature of the water entering the core. Al ‘r 600” s, there is a consistent.

small overprediction of these temperatures by TRAC. lie attribute this to the

ovc; predicted intact-loop mass flow. which results in un undcrprerlictlon lr the

tempcrtiturc difference across the core,
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ln Fig. 9, the decline in steam-generator outlet-plenum l~quid

temperature, which occurs jn both the test data and the calculated results irftcr

650 s, is caused by the xenon-poisoning buildup in the reactor, lman alternate

analysis in which xenon poisoning was not inc:vded, this ~empcrature remained

high and relatively constant, carsing incorrect calculations of the

primary-system pressure.

In FiA. 11, he calculated and measured intact-loop hot-leg liquid

velocities are compared. TR.AC appears to ovrrpredict this velocity

consistently. This overprediction agrees with the comparison made of the

temperatures across the core. Although the calculated intact-loop hot-leg flow

also was high in Test 16-7 (Ref. 9), the inverse temperature profile in the

downcomcr seen in LOFT 16-7 is not present in Test L9-4 because Test 16-7 cooled

the primary whereas this test heated the primary.

The brokcnloop hot-leg tempcruturc comparison is p;cscnted in Fig. IL.

The test data undergo a very sterp rise Just a!”tcr the start of the trar]sicnt.

We believe this measured temperature rise was ctiuscd by iI large temporary

leakage through the RAIIV whc~ the direct,nn of flow within it reversed, The

TR.4C input did not include provisil)ns for :1... Icukagc and consequently the

culculatcd result did ll,lt mtitch the test result. ‘t. broken-loop cold-leg

temperatures silowcd Iurfc diffcrcnccs that wc bclicvc alscl may be partiully iI

result of the temporary leakage in the NARV, The locution of the broken-loop

hot- und cold-leg liquid tcmpcrtiturc mcusurcmcnts in the L{)I:T system also

uffccts these dirtti compurisorrs. These mctisuremcnts arc locutcd ut the top of

pipes tcrmintitcd with blind flanges that tire beyond the point where the RAIIV

connects the hot und cold broken loop!’ (see l’igi 1, measurement stotions I]L-l

~nd IIL-2). Thcrcl’ore. thc~~ tirr in region% (II’ :tugnilnt IIqU;d iltl(l mil~ hc

iiffcctcd bv thcrmul strtitil”ictit ion of thi~ liqui~l
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Figure 13 compares the calculated and measured primary-system pressures.

On the whole, TRAC results compare reasonably well to the measured data. The

differences evident after 850 s may bc a result of differences in the heating

and cooling of fluid in the broken loop.

Figure ]4 presents the CPU time as a function of problem time. As a

whole, TRAC runs the analysis at better than real time. The majority of the CPU

time is used to match the rapid fluctuations that occur during SRV cycling. The

calculation was run on a Cray-1 computer.

During the course of the analysis, many alternate input descriptions were

used, The significant results of the alternate analyses were

9 uncertainties in the values of RCTC and RCTF can lead to significant

differences in the results, and

8 the inclusion of xenon-poisoning buildup is necessary, especially for

the ctilculat ion Oi primary-system pressure.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the predicted results of LOI:T L9-4 showed t~’lt TRAC-PFl/bWl

can simulate adcqutitcly most 01’ the phenomenal associated with this AIWS

experiment, Models within TRAC that were extensively verified for the first

t i mc included the reactor-kinetics models, the trip-act ivtited time-step

cc)ntrcjls, and the LOI:T pump-coastdown ctilculat ions.

In gencrul, the final input description wiIs adcqutitc to analyze this

experiment, Th c calculations indicated the importtince und difficult in

obtu]ning udcqutitc rctictor-kinetics input dalu, “they UISO indictitcd the need t~~

include the effects 01’ xtnun poisoning in the untilysi:+l
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Fina]Jy, TRAC did an adequate job of handling the reactor kinetics during

u ATWS experiment in the LOFT systems. B~cause of the flatter flux profiles. wc

would expect TRAC to do an even better job of handling the reactor kinetics in d.

typical reactor.
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TABLE I

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR EXPERIMENT 19-4

Event

Primary-coolant pumps tripped

Main-fecdwatcr pump tripped

Auxilinry-fccdwatcr flow initiated

SRV started to open, cycling
initiated

Primary-coolunt pump 2
impeller stopped

SRV cycling ended

SRV c~cling reinitiutcd

cAiS liquid ICVCI rcuchcd
bottom of indiciltcd range
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